CALLIMACO

BY
ETTORE SOTTASS
ETTORE SOTTASS

The godfather of contemporary Italian design, Ettore Sottsass believed products should be as sensual as functional. Trained as an architect, Sottsass was a founding member of Memphis Design, a reaction against monotone formalism towards color and geometrical experimentation. Highly regarded through his iconic designs for the workplace with Olivetti, Sottsass had equal impact on private space with his “Superbox” closet, glass and ceramics.
The Callimaco is designed by Ettore Sottsass, a grandee of late 20th century Italian design best known as the founder of the early 1980s Memphis collective. The Callimaco is a powerful statement piece that gives a strong presence through its industrial feel and play on color contrasting.
Among the most original designs of Artemide, Callimaco is unique in its own quest, displaying a fusion of industrial design and contrasting lighting.
The Callimaco has been reimagined to adapt into today’s technology, featuring retrofit elements like LED lighting and touch dimmer.
CALLIMACO floor

EMISSION
indirect

LIGHT SOURCE
LED
45W 3000K >80CRI

DIMMING FEATURE
touch dimmer incorporated in body

DIMENSIONS

FINISH
multi-color
For retail sales contact information, please visit
www.artemide.net/store-locator

For contract sales contact information, please visit
www.artemide.net/contract-sales